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English Scheme of Work
Year 4 Autumn St Mary's Catholic writing

Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term  2

Reading text

writing
Stimulus

Writing
Outcome

Here We Are                   Grandpa  Chatterji by   Jamila Gavin

Here We Are JC poetry - river ( Focus: India)

Poster                                                      Poem

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl

Inviting an author into school :Persuasive letter

Narrative

Writing
Purpose

Inform Entertain Inform Entertain Persuade

Grammar Foci Recap of sentence
structure and yr 3
grammar
preposition,
conjunction, word
family, prefix,
clause, subordinate
clause, direct
speech, consonant,
vowel, inverted
commas ( speech
marks)
Paragraphing

Metaphor
Personificati
on
rhyme
near rhyme
precise verb
adjective

short sentence
adverb
verb inflections e.g we were,
not we was
Appropriate choice of
pronoun e.g he/she to avoid
repetition, commas after
fronted adverbials
determiner e.g 'a', 'the',
'some', 'this', and 'each

The grammatical difference
between plural and
possessive.
Possessive pronoun

adverbs, simile, dialogue,
conjunction, short
sentences, onomatopoeia,
adverbs and ellipses,
adjectives, adverbial
phrases, complex
sentences, relative clause,
alliteration and imagery
Paragraphing

conjunction, adjective, verb (
power of 3), alliteration, adverb,
persuasive language, short
sentence and simile, quotes and
inverted commas, questions and
answers, negative synonym,
conclusion/facts, quotes of
interview, plea, repetition,
snappy slogan, positive language,
dramatic tone

Time frame 1 week 3 weeks 2 weeks 4 weeks 3 weeks

Reading Units Poetry
Grandpa Chatterji

Grandpa
Chatterji

World Atlas Charlie and the
chocolate factory

Inviting an author into school
Persuasive letter
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Spelling
( No
Nonsense)

possessive apostrophe with singular proper nouns, homophones, proofreading, prefixes -in, il-, im-, ir-, spellings with ei,
eigh, ey, ch,sc,  ou, ous,  suffixes ing, er, en and ed

English Scheme of Work
Year 4 Spring St Mary's Catholic writing

Spring Term 1 Spring  Term 2

Reading text Aladdin and the enchanted lamp The Iron Man Ted Hughes

writing
Stimulus

JC: The creature JC: Aladdin JC:    The Iron
Man

JC: Secrets of a sun King

Writing
Outcome

Newspaper report Fantasy Narrative Science fiction narrative Diary

Writing
Purpose

Inform Entertain Entertain Entertain

Grammar Foci headline, strapline,
rhetorical question,
negative adjectives, relative
clause, direct speech,
expanded noun phrase, -ing
verbs, simile,
adverbial/precise verbs,
colon, adjective, complex
sentences, personification,
impact of 3 short sentences,
informal/formal quotes,

complex sentence,
adverbs, alliteration,
simile, prepositions,
questions, singular
apostrophe, plural
apostrophe,
personification, repetition
for effect, dialogue, verbs,
adverbs, pathetic fallacy,
paragraphing

short sentences,
repetition for effect,
noun phrase, simile,
questions, extended
metaphor,
onomatopoeia, brackets,
personification, short v
long sentences, dialogue,
complex sentences,
alliteration, adverbial
phrase ( preposition),
adjectives

antonyms, negative metaphors,
smilies, pathetic fallacy, noun
phrases, verbs, questions,
adverbs
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metaphor, rhetorical q,
point of view, alliteration

Time frame 4 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks

Reading Units Newspapers Aladdin and the enchanted
lamp

The Iron Man The Diary of a wimpy kid

Spelling
( No Nonsense)

gu, ture, possessive apostrophe with plurals,homophones, proofreading, prefixes anti, inter, endings that sound like cian,
sion, tion, ation,  ssion

English Scheme of Work
Year 4 Summer St Mary's Catholic writing

Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Reading text
writing
Stimulus

JC:        Holiday brochure JC:                The plague JC: Cut Garden by K Brosnan

Writing
Outcome

Brochure Play script Explanation text

Writing
Purpose

Persuasive Entertain Inform

Grammar Foci alliteration, adjective, verbs, conjunction
“or”, evocative language, questions, chatty
reply, simile, metaphor, personification,
dialogue, adjective, precise verbs, slogan,
symbolism, relative clause, imperative
verb, adverb

characterisation, stage direction, ellipsis,
questions, simile, specific vocabulary,
expanded noun phrase, repetition for effect,
dialogue, adverb, narration

direct address, positive adjective,
paragraphing, metaphors, verbs,
adverials, causal conjunctions,
technical vocab, definition, simile,
synonym, euphemism.

Time frame 4 weeks 4 weeks 3 weeks

Reading Units Variety of non fiction texts to include
holiday brochures online and paper

A variety of playscripts to include JC’s
The Plague

JC:       Cut Garden

Spelling
( No Nonsense)

words with sc, sion, apostrophes for possession, including singular and plural, homophones, suffix ous, proofreading,
prefixes un-, dis-, in-, re-, sub-, inter-, super-, anti-, auto-, suffix -ly added to words ending in y, le, ic
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